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1 Introduction

1.1 Description of the contents
This document describes the netFIELD App PROFINET Device from
Hilscher. Running this app as an application container within Docker on
netFIELD Edge devices enables these devices to act as a field device
within a PROFINET network.

1.2 List of revisions
Index Date Author Revision
1 2021-04-27 RG,MK,TT Created

Table 1: List of revisions
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1.3 Conventions in this document
Notes, operation instructions and results of operation steps are marked as
follows:

Notes

Important:
<important note>

Note:
<simple note>

<note, where to find further information>

Operation instructions

1. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

2. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

Results

 <intermediate result>

 <final result>
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2 Overview

2.1 Brief description
The netFIELD App PROFINET Device application container enables
netFIELD Edge devices with integrated netX technology (netFIELD
Connect / netFIELD OnPremise) to act as a field device within a
PROFINET network (= PROFINET IO Device / PROFINET Slave).

In this case the netFIELD Edge device can
· Exchange cyclic IO data with the PROFINET PLC
· Input and output data can be read/written via the MQTT communication

infrastructure.

With the easy-to-use web user interface you can define data values that
shall be
· sent from the gateway to the PLC (input data values)
· received by the gateway from the PLC (output data values)

For all input/output data values, MQTT topics are automatically created in
the local MQTT Broker. On the netFIELD Edge gateway, an MQTT Broker
(typically Mosquitto) is installed and running as another Docker application
container.

The netFIELD App PROFINET Device application container
· publishes the output data values to the MQTT broker (data which the

edge gateway received from the PLC)
· subscribes to the input data values at the MQTT broker (data which the

edge gateway sends to the PLC)

A customer application, which runs as another Docker application container
on the netFIELD edge gateway, can perform the following tasks:
· For processing of data values which come from the PROFINET PLC

within your own application, subscribe to the respective MQTT data
topics at the MQTT Broker.

· In order to send data from your application to the PROFINET PLC,
publish your data to the respective MQTT data topic at the MQTT
Broker.
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Figure 1: netFIELD App PROFINET Device application container within PROFINET
DeviceTopology

Hardware requirements

The following hardware requirements apply for netFIELD App PROFINET
Device application container:
1. netFIELD Edge Device with netFIELD Operating System (netFIELD OS)
2. A cifX interface available within the netFIELD Edge device.

Software requirements

The following software requirements apply for netFIELD App PROFINET
Device application container:
1. PROFINET IO Device(s) in a reachable network to which the app can

connect.
2. MQTT Broker in a reachable network (or on the netFIELD Edge Device

itself) to which the app can publish the data of the monitored nodes.
3. If your use case requires transferring MQTT messages to the netFIELD

cloud: netFIELD App Platform Connector (on the netFIELD Edge
Device itself or in a reachable network).

4. If your use case requires the transfer of the MQTT messages to any
other cloud platform, you need the corresponding platform connector
app (on the netFIELD Edge Device itself or in a reachable network),
e.g.:
– netFIELD App Azure Connector
– netFIELD App AWS Connector
– netFIELD App Google Connector
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2.2 Connecting the PROFINET Device to PROFINET

Figure 2: On-Premise with PROFINET
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3 Deploying the container

3.1 Step-by-step instructions
This section describes how to deploy (“install”) the netFIELD App
PROFINET Device on your netFIELD Edge Device.

Note:
This manual deployment is only necessary if the container has not
already been deployed via Deployment Manifest during device
onboarding.
Check the Installed Containers tab (Device Manager > [your
device] > DEVICE NAVIGATION > Containers > Installed
Containers) to see if the container has already been deployed and
is running on the device.

Ø Select your device in the Portal’s Device Manager and open the
Available Containers tab in the DEVICE NAVIGATION (DEVICE
NAVIGATION > Containers > Available Containers).

Figure 3: Available Containers tab

Ø Scroll through the list and look for the netFIELD App PROFINET
Device container.

Ø Click on the netFIELD App PROFINET Device entry or on the + button.
Ê The deployment dialog screen opens:
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Figure 4: Deploy container

Ø In the Overview tab, keep the preset default settings.

Important:
We strongly recommend you to keep also the Create Options,
Environment Variables and Container Twin Properties at their
default settings.
If necessary, these configuration settings can be changed later (i.e.
after having deployed the container). The settings are described in
section Changing default Container settings in netFIELD Portal
(experts only) [} page 11].
Note that only expert users should change these settings.

Ø Click  Deploy button.
Ê The container image is downloaded from the cloud to the device, and

automatically started on the device. This may take a few minutes.
After its deployment, the container will from now on be listed in the
Installed Containers tab of your device.

Note:
Note that you must also deploy an MQTT Broker on your device.
The PROFINET Device app is pre-configured for the Mosquitto
MQTT Broker, which is also available for deployment in the
Available Containers tab.
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3.2 Changing default Container settings in netFIELD Portal
(experts only)

3.2.1 Overview
If you do not want to use the default container configuration settings, you
can change them before deployment, or even retroactively after
deployment (i.e. if the container has already been installed on the device)
by using the  Update button. After the new settings have been saved,
they are automatically transferred to the container on the device.

Figure 5: Overview tab

Elements Description
Use device proxy
settings

If your device uses an HTTP or HTTPS proxy server in its local IT
network you can choose here that the container shall use the same
proxy server settings that are stored for the device in the portal.
Note: This option is not applicable for the PROFINET Device app
because it does not establish any HTTP, HTTPS or FTP connections.

Category Informative texts about the container. Cannot be changed here.
Short description
Description
Release notes
Version If other versions of the container are available, you can select a

different version (e.g. an older version) by clicking in the field. The
container on the device will be updated accordingly.
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Elements Description
Restart Policy In the drop-down list, you can determine under which conditions the

container on the device is to be restarted by the system.
Always The container is always restarted, no matter why it was

deactivated or crashed.
Never The container is never restarted.
On-Failed The container is restarted when it crashes, but not if it

has been "properly" deactivated.
On-Unhealthy The container is restarted when it crashes or is

diagnosed as "unhealthy" by the system.
Desired Status In the drop-down list, you can determine the operating state in which

the container shall be by default.
Note that you can also stop a currently running container by selecting
the Stopped option, respectively start a currently stopped container by
selecting the Running option.
Stopped The system does not start the container until it

receives the command to do so (locally on the device
using CLI or by updating the configuration in the
portal).

Running The system starts the container immediately (i.e. as
soon as the image has been completely downloaded
to the device).

Startup Order Optional parameter: Here you can determine the order (in relation to
other containers) in which the container should be started on the
device when first deployed. The order is declared with integers, where
a container given a startup value of 0 is started first and then higher
numbers follow.

Next Opens the next tab. 
Note: You can save the changes with the Save button in the last tab
(Container Twin Properties). The new settings will then be transferred
to the container on the device.

Cancel Closes the tab without saving changes.
Table 2: Elements in Overview tab

3.2.2 Create Options
The Create Options in stringified JSON format contain the initial
configuration parameters of the container.

Important:
Do not change these parameters unless you are an expert user.
Wrong settings may lead to malfunctions of the application
container.
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Figure 6: Container Create Options

You can edit the JSON object of the “Create Options” directly in the Raw
JSON Object field on the left side, or you can edit it as Prettified JSON
Object in the field on the right side of the screen. The content of the RAW
JSON Object field will be transferred to the container on the device after
saving; however, the Prettified JSON Object field allows you more
convenient editing of the object items. If you are using the Prettified JSON
Object field for editing, you can take over the edited object items into the
Raw JSON Object field by clicking the  copy button.
Element Description

copy Copies the content of the Raw JSON Object field into the Prettified JSON
Object field (for more convenient editing).

copy 
Copies the content of the Prettified JSON Object field into the Raw JSON
Object field (for transferring it to the container on the device after saving).
Copies the object item to your clipboard.

Adds a new object item.

Deletes the object item.

Opens a box that allows you to edit a value/parameter of an object item. Click

 below the box to take over the new value/parameter. Click  below the
box to cancel.

Next Opens the next tab. 
Note: You can save the changes with the Save button in the last tab
(Container Twin Properties). The new settings will then be transferred to the
container on the device.

Back Opens the previous tab.
Cancel Closes the tab without saving changes.

Table 3: Operating elements for Container Create Options update
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3.2.3 Environment Variables
With the environment variables, you can customize certain container
configuration settings for your target device (i.e. the “environment”).

Important:
Do not change these parameters unless you are an expert user.
Wrong settings may lead to malfunction of the application container.

Figure 7: Environment Variables
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Variable Description
_CX_LOGLEVEL Defines what kind of messages issued by container will be logged

by the netFIELD OS. The preset error level means that all
messages belonging to the “severity level” Error will be logged.
Important: Do not change this parameter unless you are an
expert user. Changing to a lower level can lead to the issuing of
too many messages, which can cause log overflow. 
Possible values: fatal, error, warn, info, debug, verbose

_CX_LOGCLEAR Determines whether log is cleared on new start. 
Possible values: true, false 
Default: true

_CX_LOGFILESIZE Size of log file. 
Positive integer value 
Default: 4

_CX_LOGFILESAVED Version number of log file
Positive integer value

_CX_RUNTEST Determines whether additional testing is done. 
Possible values: true, false 
Default: false

_CX_ENDIANNESS Determines whether BigEndian or LittleEndian file format is used.
Possible values: BigEndian, LittleEndian 
Default: BigEndian

Table 4: Environment Variables

Element Description
Select this button to change name or value of the variable.
Use the  button to save your changes for the time being.
Deletes the variable.

Adds a new variable. First fill-in the NAME and VALUE fields, then click 
button to add the variable.

Next Opens the next tab. 
Note: You can save the changes with the Save button in the last tab
(Container Twin Properties). The new settings will then be transferred to the
container on the device.

Back Opens the previous tab.
Cancel Closes the tab without saving changes.

Table 5: Operating elements for Environment Variables
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3.2.4 Container Twin Properties
Container Twin Properties are not applicable for this container.
However, if you have made changes to the container configuration settings,
you can save the changes here in this tab. The changed settings are then
automatically transferred to the container on the device.

Figure 8: Container Twin Properties

Element Description
Save Saves your changes. The changes parameters are then automatically

transferred to the container on the device.
Note: The application of the changed parameters requires a restart of
the container on the device.

Back Opens the previous tab.
Cancel Closes the tab without saving changes.

Table 6: Operating elements for Container Twin Properties
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4 Configuring the PROFINET Device app in Local Device
Manager

4.1 Overview
The PROFINET Device container provides a configuration GUI in the Local
Device Manager of the netFIELD OS. This configuration GUI is
automatically plugged-in when the container is deployed. After having
established a connection to the Local Device Manager (e.g. by Remote
Control from the netFIELD Portal, see section Remote Control in the
netFIELD Portal manual, DOC190701OIxxEN), the configuration GUI can
be selected in the navigation panel (1) of the Local Device Manager.
Note that it might take a few minutes after deployment before the netFIELD
App PROFINET Device entry becomes visible in the navigation panel. You
may also have to reload the web page in your browser by pressing F5 on
your keyboard.

Figure 9: Configuration GUI plugin in local Device Manager

You can navigate through the configuration options by selecting an item in
the Configuration Tree (2). Further parameters/configuration options can
be selected in the tabs in the tool bar (3) on top of the screen.
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4.2 PROFINET configuration
This page only contains a note on the setting of the PROFINET device
name.

Figure 10: Note: Name of station

Note:
In the factory setting of the Edge Gateway the PROFINET device
name (Name of station) is an empty name. Via a PROFINET
connection of the Edge Gateway, you assign the PROFINET device
name with an engineering tool of the PROFINET IO controller or a
stand-alone tool. For this purpose, the tools use the DCP protocol.
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4.3 IO and signal configuration

Figure 11: IO and signal configuration

On this page, you configure the PROFINET input and output modules for
the Edge Gateway. The Edge Gateway is a PROFINET IO device.

The upper table (Available IO items) shows the list of available input and
output modules. The lower table (IO items) shows the PROFINET
configuration and is empty at the beginning.

Figure 12: List of the possible input and output modules
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Figure 13: List of the configured input and output modules

An “IO Item” corresponds to a PROFINET input or output module. The data
length of PROFINET modules differs: Possible lengths are 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bytes for input or output data. The configured
modules (“IO Items” in the lower table) are the basis for the signal
definition.

The table “IO items” shows you the configured PROFINET input or output
modules.
Column name Description
Index Shows the module index.
Name Shows the name of the module.
Tag Editable short name required for the signal name. The signal name

addresses the data.
Description Editable description of the module
Length in bytes Shows the module length in bytes.
Byte offset Shows the start address of the module (offset in bytes) in the input-

and output data memory. The offset is calculated automatically.
Table 7: Contents of the table “IO items”

The column Tag is editable for each module. The Tag is an essential part of
the signal name. The following characters are allowed only:
· Upper-case letters (A-Z),
· lower-case letters (a-z),
· numbers (0-9), and
· underscore.

Do not enter two or more underscores in succession.

To open the signal configuration of the respective module, double-click any
line.

The following table lists the controls of the table IO Items.
Control Description

Moves the marked IO item (module) upward by one line.
Note: This changes the PROFINET configuration of the Edge Gateway and has to
be taken into account when configuring the PROFINET controller.

Moves the marked IO item (module) downward by one line.
Note: This changes the PROFINET configuration of the Edge Gateway and has to
be taken into account when configuring the PROFINET controller.

Duplicates the marked IO item (module).
Note: This changes the PROFINET configuration of the Edge Gateway and has to
be taken into account when configuring the PROFINET controller.
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Control Description
Deletes the marked IO item (module).
Note: This changes the PROFINET configuration of the Edge Gateway and has to
be taken into account when configuring the PROFINET controller.
This selection allows you to filter the IO items.
· Send/Receive shows you all IO items (modules).
· Send shows you all send IO items (input modules).
· Receive shows you all receive IO items (output module).

Table 8: Controls of the table “IO Items”

4.3.1 Signal definition page
On this page, you can define the signals for the input and output modules
of the PROFINET for the Edge Gateway. Signal names are required for the
fieldbus node to address PROFINET data.

The table „IO item“ provides information on the selected IO item for which
you define signals on this page.

Figure 14: Selected IO item (module) for which you define signals

Column name Description
Index Shows the module index.
Name Shows the module name.
Tag Shows the short name required for the signal name.
Description Shows a description of the module.
Length in bytes Shows the module length in bytes.

Table 9: Contents of table „IO item“

In the table Signals you can configure the signals for an IO item (module).
The table shows you the current signal configuration and allows you to
enter signal names, lengths and offset addresses.

Figure 15: List of the signal names of an IO item (module)
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Column name Description
Index Shows the module index.
Name Shows the module name.
Tag Editable short name required for the signal name. The signal name

addresses the data.
Description Editable module description.
Data type Data type of the signal. You can set the data type only when you

add a new signal. See subsection Data types for
signals [} page 22].

Length in bits Shows the module length in bits.
Bit offset Shows the configured start address of the module (offset in bytes)

for a signal within a module.
Subscribe - The module is currently subscribed and listed under

Subscribed Signals [} page 30].
+ The module is currently unsubscribed. Click at the + symbol

in order to subscribe, if you intend to do so.
See Subscribing and unsubscribing for data transfer [} page 27].

Table 10: Contents of the table „Signals“

The column Tag is editable for each module. The Tag is an essential part of
the signal name. The following characters are allowed only:
· Upper-case letters (A-Z),
· lower-case letters (a-z),
· numbers (0-9), and
· underscore.

Do not enter two or more underscores in succession.

The following table lists the controls of the table Signals.
Controls Description

Adds a new signal. A dialog box for selecting the data type is displayed. You can
set the data type of the signal in this dialog box only.

Deletes the marked signal.

Table 11: Controls of the table „Signals“

4.3.2 Data types for signals
The following table lists the available data types for signals.
Name of the data
type

Description Bit length Value range

Bit list List of individual bits
The number of bits in
a list must be a
multiple of 8.

1 0 (false), 1 (true)

OctetString Character sequence 8*(n+1)
Real32 Floating point 32 ≈ -/+ 1038

Double Floating point 
(Double precision)

64 ≈ -/+ 10308

Unsigned8 Unsigned short
integer

8 0 … 255
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Name of the data
type

Description Bit length Value range

Unsigned16 Unsigned integer /
Word

16 0 …65535

Unsigned32 Unsigned double
integer

32 0 … +232-1

Unsigned64 Unsigned integer (64
bit)

64 0 … +264-1

Signed8 Signed short integer 8 -128 … 127
Signed16 Signed integer 16 -32768 … 32767
Signed32 Signed double integer 32 -231 … +231-1
Signed64 Signed integer (64

bit)
64 -263 … +263-1

Table 12: Data types for signals

4.3.3 Structure of the signal names
Signal names address the fieldbus data.

General structure of the signal names

Signal names have the following structure:
· input~module_tag~signal_tag
· output~module_tag~signal_tag

For a bit list, the signal names have the following structure:
· input~module_tag~bitlist_signal_tag
· output~module_tag~bitlist_signal_tag

Parts of the signal name
1. The prefix input or output is produced automatically.
2. The tilde (~) separates the prefix and the module_tag.
3. You can enter the name for module_tag as described in section

Configuring I/O [} page 24].
4. The tilde (~) separates the module_tag and the signal_tag or the

module_tag and the bitlist_signal_tag.
5. You can enter the name for signal_tag or bitlist_signal_tag as

described in section Defining signals (procedure) [} page 25].
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4.3.4 Configuring I/O
The upper table (Available IO items) displays the list of the possible
(selectable) input and output modules. The lower table (IO items) displays
the PROFINET configuration and is empty at the beginning.

1. Inserting the IO item (module):
Ø To insert the required IO item into the „IO item“ list, click the IO item in

the „Available IO item“ list.
Ê The respective IO item will be inserted at the end of the list, if no „IO

Item“ line has been marked, or before a marked „IO item“ line.

Figure 16: List of the configured input and output modules

2. Entering the tag for the IO item:
Ø Enter a name for each IO item in the column Tag using the characters

A‑Z, a‑z, 0‑9 and _ (underscore) only.
Ê The name (Tag) is used for the signal name to address the data.

3. Entering the description of the IO item (optional):
Ø In the column Description, you can enter a descriptive text (e.g.

temperature sensor) which helps you clarify the use of the data.
Ê This description is used only if you print the signal list.

4. Configuring PROFINET:
Ø Repeat steps 1‑3 until all required IO items (modules) are inserted into

the „IO Item“ list.
ð The PROFINET configuration is prepared.

Note:
The total number of configured items may not exceed 254.
The total number of configured input and output bytes may not
exceed 1438 bytes for each data direction.

5. Saving the configuration:
Ø To save the PROFINET configuration in the Edge Gateway, click

Deploy at the upper menu bar.
ð Only after deploying the PROFINET configuration, will all changes in the

configuration that have so far been made (i.e. since the last
deployment) and preliminarily been stored in the Edge Gateway be
applied which means these changes become effective. Then, the
container will restart.
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In the next step, define the signal names as described in section Defining
signals (procedure) [} page 25].

4.3.5 Defining signals (procedure)
Each IO item (module) contains one or more bytes for input or output data.
To enable the netFIELD App PROFINET Device to access the input or
output data, you have to select a signal. You can use the predefined signal
name or define an own signal name.

The upper table (IO item) shows the IO item (module) for which you can
define signals on this page. For defining signals, use the lower table
(Signals).

Each IO item (module) already has a predefined signal. The predefined
signal comprises and addresses the entire IO item (module). If you want to
access a „part“ of the IO item, you can define a new signal for this purpose.

Example 1: The IO item contains 16 bytes. If you want to access each
single byte, define 16 signals of data type byte each.

Example 2: The IO item contains 2 bytes that correspond to 16 digital input
or outputs. If you want to access each single bit, define 16 signals of data
type bit each.

Individually defining new signals
1. Selecting the IO item (module):

Ø Select the IO item (module) for which you want to define signal names
in the configuration tree under IO and signal configuration.

Ê The selected IO item is displayed in the workspace.
2. Deleting the predefined signal (which has type OctetString and full length):

Ø Mark the predefined signal in the table Signals.
Ø Click Delete selected items.

Ê The predefined signal is deleted and you can define your own signals.
3. Adding new signals:

Ø Click Add new signals.
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Ê The dialog box Add new Signals for selecting the data type is
displayed.

4. Configuring signals:
Ø Select the data type for the signal. The list of data types is described in

section Data types for signals [} page 22].
Ø Select the quantity. The possible values you can select depend on the

selected data type and the number of input or output bytes to which no
signal name has been assigned yet.

Ø To have an identical beginning for all signal names, enter a text in the
input field Tag name base. The extension „_1“, „_2“, etc. will be added
automatically, if you have entered a value greater than 1 under
"Quantity".

Ø Click OK.
ð The new signal/s is/are defined and will be displayed in the table

Signals.
5. Modifying signals subsequently:

Ø If required, you can subsequently modify the signal names in the
column Tag of the table Signals.

Ø If required, you can enter a signal description in the column
Description of the table Signals.

6. Subscribe/ Unsubscribe:
Ø If required, you can change the subscription status between Subscribed

and Unsubscribed, see subsection Subscribing and unsubscribing for
data transfer [} page 27].

7. Defining signals:
Ø Repeat steps 1‑5 until you have defined all required signals.
ð The signal definition is prepared.

8. Deploying the configuration and signal definition:
Ø Click at Deploy within the menu bar at the upper side.
ð The configuration and signal definition is deployed.

The name in the column Tag is a part of the signal name and is described
as Signal_tag or Bitlist_signal_tag in section Structure of the signal
names [} page 23].
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4.3.6 Subscribing and unsubscribing for data transfer
This subsection describes how to subscribe (and unsubscribe) for data
transfer with the OT network via the MQTT protocol.

To subscribe to a specific input signal:
Ø Select the respective input signal (send bytes) below entry IO and

signal configuration within the configuration tree.
Ø Subscribing for data transfer requires the current configuration to be

deployed. If the current configuration has not yet been deployed, you
have to deploy it first (via the toolbar, see subsection
Deploy [} page 40]). If you nevertheless try to subscribe, a pop-up
message Deploy your config first will be displayed.

Ø Click at + (subscribe) in column Subscribe in the line corresponding to
the selected signal.

Ê The dialog Subscribe to <Signal name> appears:

Figure 17: Subscribe to signal <Signal name> (here <Signal name> equals Sig_1)

Ø In selection list QoS, select the quality of service level (QoS) according
to the subsequent table.

Value Meaning
QoS0 At most once
QoS1 At least once
QoS2 Exactly once

Table 13: Possible values of parameter “Quality of service level” (QoS)

Ø Click at Ok.
ð The signal is subscribed now. The message Signal is subscribed is

displayed in a message box near the right upper corner of the screen.
Additionally, the + sign in column Subscribe at which you originally
clicked is changed to a – sign.

To write output data, the payload of the MQTT message should look like:

e.g.

OctetString Payload: {"value": [0.10.128.255]}

numbers: Payload: {"value": 255}

Doing so, the application checks, whether the value matches with the
configured datatype.

To unsubscribe the selected signal:
Ø Click at - (unsubscribe) in column Subscribe in the line corresponding

to the selected signal.
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ð The signal is unsubscribed now. The message Signal is unsubscribed is
displayed in a message box near the right upper corner of the screen.
Additionally, the – sign in column Subscribe at which you originally
clicked is changed to a + sign.

4.3.7 Publishing data and stopping publishing
This subsection describes how to publish (and stopping publishing) data to
the OT network via the MQTT protocol.

To publish a specific output signal:
Ø Select the respective output signal (receive bytes) below entry IO and

signal configuration within the configuration tree.
Ø Publishing for data transfer requires the current configuration to be

deployed. If the current configuration has not been deployed, you have
to deploy it first. If you nevertheless try to subscribe, a pop-up message
Deploy your config first is displayed.

Ø Click at + (publish) in column Publish in the line corresponding to the
selected signal.

Ê The dialog Publish to <Signal name> appears:

Figure 18: Publish to <Signal name> (here <Signal name> equals Sig_1)

Ø In selection list QoS, select the quality of service level (QoS) according
to the subsequent table.

Value Meaning
QoS0 At most once
QoS1 At least once
QoS2 Exactly once

Table 14: Possible values of parameter “Quality of service level” (QoS)

Ø In selection list Data Sampling Type, select the data sampling type for
the source data signal. The data sampling type determines how often
and when the data is processed-The available options are:

Value Meaning
Raw Data is processed directly as acquired from data source.

This is the default option.
On change Data is processed only on change of the data source value.
Fixed rate Data from the data source is processed after a fixed time interval has

elapsed.
This fixed time interval is denominated as the sample rate.

Table 15: Supported values for option “Data Sampling Type”

Ø In selection list Publish Interval, select the publishing interval. This
positive value indicates how often (i.e. after which elapsed time)
sending a message shall be repeated. However, it is not to be confused
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with the sample rate. 
The minimum value is 1 ms
The maximum value is 86.400.000 ms and corresponds to one day (24
h *60 min *60 sec* 1000 ms)
The default value is 100 ms. 
The value is specified in units of milliseconds.

Ø In case you selected the option Fixed rate at selection list Data
Sampling Type, you can additionally adjust the sample rate in units of
milliseconds.

Ø The checkbox Retained? decides whether the MQTT server will retain
a copy of the message, or not.

Checkbox
Retained?

Meaning

For messages being published, checking Retained? indicates that the
MQTT server should retain a copy of the message. The message will
then be transmitted to new subscribers to a topic that matches the
message topic.
For publishers, not checking Retained? (default) indicates that this
message should not be retained by the MQTT server. This is the
default option.

Table 16: Options of checkbox Retained? and their meaning

Ø Click at Ok.
ð The signal is published now. The message Signal is published is

displayed in a message box near the right upper corner of the screen.
Additionally, the + sign in column Publish at which you originally clicked
is changed to a – sign. 
If an error prevents taking over the specified data, the message Can`t
update publisher is issued.

To stop publishing the selected signal:
Ø Click at - (stop publishing) in column Publish in the line corresponding

to the selected signal.
ð Publishing the signal is stopped now. The message Publishing signal

has been stopped is displayed in a message box near the right upper
corner of the screen. Additionally, the – sign in column Publish at which
you originally clicked is changed to a + sign.
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4.4 Subscribed signals
The Subscribed signals page allows you to get an overview over all the
signals that have been subscribed:

In order to display all currently subscribed signals:
Ø Select entry Subscribed signals within the configuration tree.
ð The screen Subscribed signals is displayed. It looks like:

Figure 19: Subscribed signals

The columns within the table Subscribed signals have the following
meaning:
Column Meaning
Details Contains a symbol to click on for displaying detailed

information
Node ID Node ID associated with subscribed signal
Topic Topic associated with subscribed signal
QoS For explanation, see table below.
Unsubscribe Allows to unsubscribe the according signal.

Table 17: Meaning of columns in table “Subscribed signals”

Value Meaning
QoS0 At most once
QoS1 At least once
QoS2 Exactly once

Table 18: Possible values of parameter “Quality of service level” (QoS)

The following functions are available:

Display detailed information

In order to display detailed information:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Details.
Ê The text Details is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð A box containing relevant information on the subscribed signal and the

module it belongs to is displayed:
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Figure 20: Subscribed signals – Display “Details”

The upper part of this box contains the module-related information:
Item Meaning
Name Name of the module
Tag Short text identifying the module
Description Descriptive text explaining the module
Length in Bytes Length of the module in bytes
Byte Offset Offset of first byte of the module within the subscription data

Table 19: Module-related information in detailed information on subscribed signals

The lower part of this box contains the information related to the subscribed
signal:
Item Meaning
Name Name of the signal
Tag Short text identifying the signal
Description Descriptive text explaining the signal
Data Type Data type of the signal
Length in Bits Length in bits
Bit Offset Offset of first bit of signal within module

Table 20: Signal-related information in detailed information on subscribed signals

Copy Node ID

If you need to specify the Node ID of the subscribed signal in some other
tool:

In order to copy the Node ID of the subscribed signal to the clipboard:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Node ID.
Ê The text Copy nodeId to clipboard is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The Node ID of the subscribed signal is copied to the clipboard for

further use. The message Copied to clipboard is displayed.

Copy Topic

If you need to specify the Topic of the subscribed signal in some other tool:

In order to copy the Topic of the subscribed signal to the clipboard:
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Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Topic.
Ê The text Copy topic to clipboard is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The Topic of the subscribed signal is copied to the clipboard for further

use. The message Copied to clipboard is displayed.

Unsubscribe current signal

In order to unsubscribe the current signal:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Unsubscribe.
Ê The text Unsubscribe is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The message Signal is unsubscribed is displayed.

4.5 Published signals
The Published signals page allows you to get an overview over all the
signals that have been published:

In order to display all currently published signals:
Ø Select entry Published signals within the configuration tree.
ð The page Published signals is displayed. It looks like:

Figure 21: Published signals
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The columns within the table Published signals have the following
meaning:
Column Meaning
Details Contains a symbol to click on for displaying detailed

information
Node ID Node ID associated with subscribed signal
Topic Topic associated with subscribed signal
QoS For explanation, see table below.
Retained Indicates, whether or not the MQTT server should retain a copy

of the message.
Publish interval Selected time interval for repeating publishing
Data sampling Information on data sampling settings (Data sampling type,

sample rate if previously set)
Stop publishing Allows to stop publishing the according signal.

Table 21: Meaning of columns of table “Published signals”

Value Meaning
QoS0 At most once
QoS1 At least once
QoS2 Exactly once

Table 22: Possible values of parameter “Quality of service level” (QoS)

The following functions are available:

Display detailed information

In order to display detailed information:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Details.
Ê The text Details is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð A box containing relevant information on the subscribed signal and the

module it belongs to is displayed:

Figure 22: Published signals - Display “Details”

The upper part of this box contains the module-related information:
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Item Meaning
Name Name of the module
Tag Short text identifying the module
Description Descriptive text explaining the module
Length in Bytes Length of the module in bytes
Byte Offset Offset of first byte of the module within the data to be published

Table 23: Module-related information in detailed information on subscribed signals

The lower part of this box contains the information related to the subscribed
signal:
Item Meaning
Name Name of the signal
Tag Short text identifying the signal
Description Descriptive text explaining the signal
Data Type Data type of the signal
Length in Bits Length of the signal in bits
Bit Offset Offset of first bit of signal within module

Table 24: Signal-related information in detailed information on subscribed signals

Copy Node ID

If you need to specify the Node ID of the subscribed signal in some other
tool:

In order to copy the Node ID of the subscribed signal to the clipboard:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Node ID.
Ê The text Copy nodeId to clipboard is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The Node ID of the subscribed signal is copied to the clipboard for

further use. The message Copied to clipboard is displayed.

Copy Topic

If you need to specify the Topic of the subscribed signal in some other tool:

In order to copy the Topic of the subscribed signal to the clipboard:
Ø Point at the symbol at the left edge of column Topic.
Ê The text Copy topic to clipboard is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The Topic of the subscribed signal is copied to the clipboard for further

use. The message Copied to clipboard is displayed.

Stop publishing current signal

In order to stop publishing the current signal:
Ø Point at column Stop publishing.
Ê The text Stop publishing is displayed.
Ø Click at the symbol.
ð The message Publishing signal has been stopped is displayed.
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Display and edit signal information

In order to display or edit signal information about a specific signal:
Ø Click anywhere in the line representing the desired signal (but not at

one of the above-mentioned symbols, which have dedicated display
functions).

Ê Depending on the data sampling type of the selected signal, one of the
following two boxes containing current signal information is displayed:

Data Sampling Type equals “Fixed rate” Data Sampling Type equals „Raw“ or „On
Change“

Table 25: Display of current signal information

The parameters mentioned there have the following meaning:
Parameter Value Meaning
Quality of service level (QoS) QoS0 At most once

QoS1 At least once
QoS2 Exactly once

Data Sampling Type Raw Data is processed directly as
acquired from data source
(default option).

On change Data is processed only on
change of the data source
value.

Fixed rate Data from the data source is
processed after a fixed time
interval has elapsed 
(sample rate).

Publish Interval Any not negative integer
value

Publishing interval 
(specified in units of
milliseconds, value between
1 ms and 86.400.000 ms)

Sample rate Any not negative integer
value

Sample rate 
(specified in units of
milliseconds)

Retained? Yes The MQTT server should
retain a copy of the message.

No The MQTT server should not
retain a copy of the message.

Table 26: Parameters displayed and editable in current signal information
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4.6 Signal definitions overview
This page displays the list of the defined signals in the table „Send and
Receive signals“. You can limit the display of the signals to send signals or
receive signals. The signal names on these pages are not editable.

If a module contains one or more signals, these signals will be displayed
under the respective module.

Figure 23: List of send and receive signals

Column names Description
Index Shows the index of the module (3-digit) or signal (1 to 3 digits).
Name Shows the name of the module or signal.
Tag Short name required for the signal name. The signal name

addresses the data.
Data type Shows the data type of the module or signal.
Length in bits Shows the length of the module or signal in bits.
Byte offset Shows the start address (offset in bytes) for a module in the input-

or output data memory. The offset will be calculated automatically.
Bit offset Shows the configured start address (bit offset) for a signal within a

module.
Table 27: Columns of the table of the send and receive signals

You can print the table by clicking at Print in the upper menu bar.
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4.7 GSDML file viewer
On this page you can
· display the contents of the GSDML file and
· save the GSDML file on your PC (download).

GSDML file

The GSDML file contains the PROFINET properties of the Edge Gateway
and is required for configuring the PROFINET controller. Download the
GSDML file from the Gateway so that you can use it in the configuration
tool of the PROFINET controller.

Figure 24: Example GSDML file displayed in GSDML file viewer

Display of the GSDML file

The GSDML file is not editable in this window. The contents of the GSDML
file is displayed in different colors:
· Red: Names of elements.
· Black: Texts.
· Blue: Names of attributes.
· Green: Values of attributes.

Download of the GSDML file
Ø Click on the ZIP file. The ZIP file contains the device description file.
Ê Your PC displays a dialog for saving the GSDML file.
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Ø Select a folder and click Save.
Ø Use the saved GSDML file to configure the PROFINET Controller.

4.8 Help/Info
The entry Info below Help within the configuration tree allows you to display
relevant information on the container currently running the netFIELD App
PROFINET Device.

Figure 25: Container Information
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The following table explains the container-related information that is
displayed there:
Item Meaning
StartTime The time when the container running the netFIELD App PROFINET

Device has been started
UpTime The time that has been elapsed since the container running the

netFIELD App PROFINET Device has been started
TopicPrefix The topic prefix to be used for MQTT communication
Name The name of the app: “netFIELD App PROFINET Device”
Version The current version number of the app
ApiVersion The current version number of the api used within the app
Description A text describing the function and intended use of the app: “netFIELD

App PROFINET Device”
Dependencies App(s) that are necessary to run netFIELD App PROFINET Device
Vendor Name and support web address of Hilscher
Licenses The license which is applicable for the use of this app
Disclaimer Web address where to find the valid disclaimer and legal information

Table 28: Container Information
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4.9 Functions of the tool bar
The tool bar of netFIELD App PROFINET Device provides the following
buttons:

4.9.1 Deploy
This button is only displayed in case of changes in configuration that have
been made since the last Deploy operation.

In order to deploy such changes in the configuration, i.e. to store them
permanently:
Ø Click at Deploy to do so.

4.9.2 Discard
This button is only displayed in case of changes in configuration that have
been made since the last Deploy operation.

In order to discard all changes in the configuration that have been made
since the last Deploy operation:
Ø Click at Discard.

4.9.3 Download GSDML
In order to download the GSDML file:
Ø Clicking at the Download GSDML button causes the Download

Manager of your browser to download the GSDML file containing the
PROFINET configuration currently used within netFIELD App-
PROFINET Device. The GSDML file is stored as a *.zip file.

4.9.4 Print
In order to print the current GSDML file containing the PROFINET
configuration in an easy-to-read format.
Ø Click at the Print button opens an appropriate Windows print dialog.

4.9.5 Download Config
In order to download a configuration:
Ø Click at the Download Config button downloads the configuration file in

*.zip format.

This file contains the internal configuration information of the netFIELD App
PROFINET Device and allows you to restore the current state of the app
later by using the Upload Config functionality.

4.9.6 Upload Config
In order to upload a previously downloaded configuration:
Ø Click at the Upload Config button opens this dialog box:
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Figure 26: Upload config dialog

Ø Drag the desired configuration file (in *.zip format) that you formerly
had created using Download Config and drop it into the large rectangle
within the dialog box.

Ø Click at the green Upload button,
ð The uploading process is started. After uploading the configuration, the

application will automatically restart. This may last some minutes. If the
uploading process is finished successfully, the message “Succeeded to
upload configuration” is displayed. Otherwise, an error message will be
issued.

4.10 MQTT Client Settings
On the MQTT Client Settings page, you can customize the MQTT client
settings of the PROFINET Device app. By default, the app uses the
standard MQTT client settings of the netFIELD OS, which can be viewed
(and changed) in the Local Device Manager under General Settings >
Default MQTT Client Settings.

If you want to use different settings for your PROFINET Device app – e.g. if
you want to use a different broker than the preset local broker – you can
uncheck the Use general settings option and enter your new values in the
configuration fields that are now displayed:
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Figure 27: MQTT Client Settings

Element Description
MQTT version MQTT version to be used (depending on the MQTT Broker).
Keep alive interval Defines the maximum length of time in seconds that the broker and

client may not communicate with each other.
User name User name for authentication at the Broker (if implemented and

required by the Broker).
Note that the Mosquitto Broker deployed from the netFIELD Portal
does not require login authentication.

Password Password for authentication at the Broker (if implemented and
required by the Broker).
Note that the Mosquitto Broker from the netFIELD Portal does not
require login authentication.

Connect timeout Defines the maximum length of time in seconds that is allowed for
completing the connection process.

Clean session If Clean session is selected, the client does not want a persistent
session (meaning that if the client disconnects for any reason, all
information and messages that are queued from a previous
persistent session are lost.
If Clean session is unchecked, the broker creates a persistent
session for the client.
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Element Description
Server URIs Server URI of the MQTT Broker

Note: When multiple server URIs are specified, the client will try to
connect to each server one after the other, starting with the first
server in the list. 
If a server connection was established successfully, only this
connection will be used. The client will not open multiple connections
to multiple servers simultaneously.

Last Will and
Testament

Select this option if you want to use the “last will and
testament” (LWT) feature of MQTT. (I.e. to notify other clients about
an unexpected loss of connection to the broker)
Topic name Topic name of LWT message
Retained “Retained” flag of LWT message
Quality of Service QoS of LWT message
Message Message text, e.g. “unexpected loss of

connection”
SSL / TLS Select this option if you want to use SSL/TLS encryption for creating

a secure connection to the MQTT Broker.
Note: This option is for expert users only! In the standard use case,
in which the Mosquitto Broker and the PROFINET Device app are
running on the same device, a secure SSL/TLS connection is not
necessary (the overhead of the secure connection can thus be
avoided). 
If you want to use SSL/TLS encryption anyway, see section Using
SSL/TLS encryption (optional) [} page 45] for further information.
File name and path to
private key in PEM
format

Enter here the complete path to the private
key on the device; e.g.:
/etc/ssl/private/client-key.pem

File name and path to
certificate chains in
PEM format

Enter here the complete path to the certificate
chains on the device; e.g.:
/etc/ssl/services/client-cert.pem

Override the trusted
CA certificates in
PEM format

Enter here the complete path to override the
trusted CA certificates on the device; e.g.:
/etc/ssl/services/ca-cert.pem

Enable verification of
the server certificate

If this option is disabled, PROFINET Device
app will also accept invalid certificates from
the Broker (not recommended).

Table 29: MQTT Client Settings

Ø Click  Save button to save your new MQTT Client Settings.
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5 Good to know...

5.1 MQTT message format

Structure of MQTT Topic (default)

Note:
This is the structure of the MQTT Topic string that will be used by
default if you do not specify your own Topic string when you select
a variable for publishing.

Syntax:
netFIELD/<gateway prefix>/<container id>/<controller name>/<device
name>/<slot name>/<subslot name>/<direction>/<variable name>/<node
id>

Elements in topic:
Element in topic Description
<gateway prefix> Identifier according to global MQTT settings of the netFIELD OS.

(General Settings > Default MQTT Client Settings > Gateway
settings > Gateway prefix). Note: By default, the gateway prefix
is identical with the Hardware ID of the Edge Device.

<container id> Identifier according to CONTAINER_ID environment variable. 
Note: By default, the Container ID is netfield-app-
profinet-device.

<controller name> Name of the IO Controller (may be represented by default by its
MAC address)

<device name> Name of the IO Device
<slot name> Name of the PROFINET Module
<subslot name> Name of the PROFINET Submodule
<direction> Specifies “inputs” or “outputs”
<variable name> Name of the variable
<node id> Unique number assigned to the variable when it was created in

the configuration tree. Stays the same until deletion of the
element (will not be changed by changing the name of the
variable in the configuration GUI, or of any other element which
is contained in the topic)

Table 30: Descriptions of elements in topic

Example:
netfield/000000000000-TSBH06005551/netfield-app-profinet-
device/28:63:36:d5:e8:cb/wago-765-1104/Slot 1/Subslot 1/outputs/raw
output data/251

Structure of message content
{
  "schemaVersion": 1,
  "nodeId": "251",
  "messageType": "processdata",
  "dataType": "octetString",
  "data": [
    {
      "timestamp": "2020-05-28T13:28:55.514890874",
      "state": "valid",
      "value": "0000"
    },
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    {
      "timestamp": "2020-05-28T13:28:55.522859992",
      "state": "valid",
      "value": "0100"
    },
    {
      "timestamp": "2020-05-28T13:28:55.530893872",
      "state": "valid",
      "value": "00AB"
    },
    {
      "timestamp": "2020-05-28T13:28:55.538880191",
      "state": "valid",
      "value": "FF00"
    },
    {
      "timestamp": "2020-05-28T13:28:55.546894711",
      "state": "valid",
      "value": "0123"
    }
  ]
}

Element Note
schemaVersion Identifies the version of the JSON structure of the message (as

depicted in the example above). The current structure version is “1”.
If the structure changes in future, the schemaVersion will be
incremented.

nodeId Is the same node ID as in the topic.
messageType Is always “processdata”.
dataType Is the data type of the variable as specified in the configuration GUI

(“octetString” in this example).
data Is the array of one or multiple process data samples contained in this

message. The amount may vary according to the sample and publish
intervals.
Each data element consists of:
timestamp Point in time (in nanosecond resolution and in ISO

8601 format) when the data sample was acquired from
the network.

state Shows if the data value is ensured to be valid, or may
be invalid due to invalid provider state of the
PROFINET data item.

value Actual data value according to data type, either as
number, bool or string.

Table 31: Notes on message content

5.2 Using SSL/TLS encryption (optional)
Please note the following if you intend to use SSL/TLS encryption:
The certificates and key files that the MQTT Client in the PROFINET
Device app container needs for establishing a secure SSL/TLS connection
to the MQTT Broker are not managed by the PROFINET Device app
container itself. Instead, they are to be stored on the Edge Device and
mapped into the container from the netFIELD OS. 
For this mapping, the following standard directories are mapped into the
container if you use the default Container Create Options in the netFIELD
Portal:
/etc/ssl/
/usr/share/ca-certificates/
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Note:
If you require different directories for your use case, you may
change the mapping of these “bind mounts” in the netFIELD Portal
before deploying the container (see section Create
Options [} page 12]).

As a user, you can store your required keys and certificates in these
directories. By selecting the SSL / TLS option on the MQTT Client
Settings page, you can allow the MQTT Client in the PROFINET Device
app container to use these files for establishing its secure SSL/TLS
connection. 
Note that these keys and certificates must be stored in PEM format (a
specific file format for storing this kind of data) and that you have to specify
the full path to the appropriate PEM file in the corresponding fields of the
MQTT Client Settings page. For example:

File name and path to private key in PEM format:
/etc/ssl/private/client-key.pem

File name and path to certificate chains in PEM format:
/etc/ssl/services/client-cert.pem

Override the trusted CA certificates in PEM format:
/etc/ssl/services/ca-cert.pem

Note also that if you intend to use more than one “secure” MQTT Broker
(as listed in the Server URIs field), and thus require several different
certificates, you have to store them in one single PEM file. This is because
it is not possible to specify a list of multiple paths to separate PEM files for
individual Brokers.
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6 Legal notes
Copyright

© Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH

All rights reserved.

The images, photographs and texts in the accompanying materials (in the
form of a user's manual, operator's manual, Statement of Work document
and all other document types, support texts, documentation, etc.) are
protected by German and international copyright and by international trade
and protective provisions. Without the prior written consent, you do not
have permission to duplicate them either in full or in part using technical or
mechanical methods (print, photocopy or any other method), to edit them
using electronic systems or to transfer them. You are not permitted to make
changes to copyright notices, markings, trademarks or ownership
declarations. Illustrations are provided without taking the patent situation
into account. Any company names and product designations provided in
this document may be brands or trademarks by the corresponding owner
and may be protected under trademark, brand or patent law. Any form of
further use shall require the express consent from the relevant owner of the
rights.

Important notes

Utmost care was/is given in the preparation of the documentation at hand
consisting of a user's manual, operating manual and any other document
type and accompanying texts. However, errors cannot be ruled out.
Therefore, we cannot assume any guarantee or legal responsibility for
erroneous information or liability of any kind. You are hereby made aware
that descriptions found in the user's manual, the accompanying texts and
the documentation neither represent a guarantee nor any indication on
proper use as stipulated in the agreement or a promised attribute. It cannot
be ruled out that the user's manual, the accompanying texts and the
documentation do not completely match the described attributes, standards
or any other data for the delivered product. A warranty or guarantee with
respect to the correctness or accuracy of the information is not assumed.

We reserve the right to modify our products and the specifications for such
as well as the corresponding documentation in the form of a user's manual,
operating manual and/or any other document types and accompanying
texts at any time and without notice without being required to notify of said
modification. Changes shall be taken into account in future manuals and do
not represent an obligation of any kind, in particular there shall be no right
to have delivered documents revised. The manual delivered with the
product shall apply.

Under no circumstances shall Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation
mbH be liable for direct, indirect, ancillary or subsequent damage, or for
any loss of income, which may arise after use of the information contained
herein.
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Liability disclaimer

The hardware and/or software was created and tested by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH with utmost care and is made
available as is. No warranty can be assumed for the performance or
flawlessness of the hardware and/or software under all application
conditions and scenarios and the work results achieved by the user when
using the hardware and/or software. Liability for any damage that may have
occurred as a result of using the hardware and/or software or the
corresponding documents shall be limited to an event involving willful intent
or a grossly negligent violation of a fundamental contractual obligation.
However, the right to assert damages due to a violation of a fundamental
contractual obligation shall be limited to contract-typical foreseeable
damage.

It is hereby expressly agreed upon in particular that any use or utilization of
the hardware and/or software in connection with
· Flight control systems in aviation and aerospace;
· Nuclear fission processes in nuclear power plants;
· Medical devices used for life support and
· Vehicle control systems used in passenger transport

shall be excluded. Use of the hardware and/or software in any of the
following areas is strictly prohibited:
· For military purposes or in weaponry;
· For designing, engineering, maintaining or operating nuclear systems;
· In flight safety systems, aviation and flight telecommunications systems;
· In life-support systems;
· In systems in which any malfunction in the hardware and/or software

may result in physical injuries or fatalities.

You are hereby made aware that the hardware and/or software was not
created for use in hazardous environments, which require fail-safe control
mechanisms. Use of the hardware and/or software in this kind of
environment shall be at your own risk; any liability for damage or loss due
to impermissible use shall be excluded.

Warranty

Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH hereby guarantees that
the software shall run without errors in accordance with the requirements
listed in the specifications and that there were no defects on the date of
acceptance. The warranty period shall be 12 months commencing as of the
date of acceptance or purchase (with express declaration or implied, by
customer's conclusive behavior, e.g. putting into operation permanently).

The warranty obligation for equipment (hardware) we produce is 36
months, calculated as of the date of delivery ex works. The aforementioned
provisions shall not apply if longer warranty periods are mandatory by law
pursuant to Section 438 (1.2) BGB, Section 479 (1) BGB and Section 634a
(1) BGB [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch; German Civil Code] If, despite of all
due care taken, the delivered product should have a defect, which already
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existed at the time of the transfer of risk, it shall be at our discretion to
either repair the product or to deliver a replacement product, subject to
timely notification of defect.

The warranty obligation shall not apply if the notification of defect is not
asserted promptly, if the purchaser or third party has tampered with the
products, if the defect is the result of natural wear, was caused by
unfavorable operating conditions or is due to violations against our
operating regulations or against rules of good electrical engineering
practice, or if our request to return the defective object is not promptly
complied with.

Costs of support, maintenance, customization and product care

Please be advised that any subsequent improvement shall only be free of
charge if a defect is found. Any form of technical support, maintenance and
customization is not a warranty service, but instead shall be charged extra.

Additional guarantees

Although the hardware and software was developed and tested in-depth
with greatest care, Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH shall
not assume any guarantee for the suitability thereof for any purpose that
was not confirmed in writing. No guarantee can be granted whereby the
hardware and software satisfies your requirements, or the use of the
hardware and/or software is uninterruptable or the hardware and/or
software is fault-free.

It cannot be guaranteed that patents and/or ownership privileges have not
been infringed upon or violated or that the products are free from third-party
influence. No additional guarantees or promises shall be made as to
whether the product is market current, free from deficiency in title, or can be
integrated or is usable for specific purposes, unless such guarantees or
promises are required under existing law and cannot be restricted.

Confidentiality

The customer hereby expressly acknowledges that this document contains
trade secrets, information protected by copyright and other patent and
ownership privileges as well as any related rights of Hilscher Gesellschaft
für Systemautomation mbH. The customer agrees to treat as confidential all
of the information made available to customer by Hilscher Gesellschaft für
Systemautomation mbH and rights, which were disclosed by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH and that were made accessible as
well as the terms and conditions of this agreement itself.

The parties hereby agree to one another that the information that each
party receives from the other party respectively is and shall remain the
intellectual property of said other party, unless provided for otherwise in a
contractual agreement.

The customer must not allow any third party to become knowledgeable of
this expertise and shall only provide knowledge thereof to authorized users
as appropriate and necessary. Companies associated with the customer
shall not be deemed third parties. The customer must obligate authorized
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users to confidentiality. The customer should only use the confidential
information in connection with the performances specified in this
agreement.

The customer must not use this confidential information to his own
advantage or for his own purposes or rather to the advantage or for the
purpose of a third party, nor must it be used for commercial purposes and
this confidential information must only be used to the extent provided for in
this agreement or otherwise to the extent as expressly authorized by the
disclosing party in written form. The customer has the right, subject to the
obligation to confidentiality, to disclose the terms and conditions of this
agreement directly to his legal and financial consultants as would be
required for the customer's normal business operation.

Export provisions

The delivered product (including technical data) is subject to the legal
export and/or import laws as well as any associated regulations of various
countries, especially such laws applicable in Germany and in the United
States. The products / hardware / software must not be exported into such
countries for which export is prohibited under US American export control
laws and its supplementary provisions. You hereby agree to strictly follow
the regulations and to yourself be responsible for observing them. You are
hereby made aware that you may be required to obtain governmental
approval to export, reexport or import the product.
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